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Studies in Indian Politics: Submissions

Articles
The Journal welcomes original research articles on the broad field of Indian politics (as explained in the introduction to the first issue). Submissions should be generally within the range of 5000 to 7000 words, including references, footnotes and the bibliography. The name/s of the author/s, institutional affiliation/s, and complete contact details, including full postal address, e-mail and telephone numbers, should be clearly mentioned on the first page.

Soft copies should be sent to Ms Vibha Attri at lokniti.journal@csds.in

Book Reviews
Book reviews will be commissioned by the Review Editors. If you wish to be considered for doing reviews, please send the Review Editors (Philip Oldenburg, pko1@columbia.edu; Ujjwal Kumar Singh, ujjwalksingh@gmail.com) your contact information (including an address to which a book can be sent) and a statement of the subfields or other specialized topics that are in your area of expertise.

Curriculum Forum and Methods Note
The Journal also welcomes original notes and comments on the curriculum of Political Science in Indian Universities and Colleges (and related pedagogic issues) as well as on methods practiced in the discipline and relevant to the study of India’s politics for its sections, Teaching-Learning Politics in India and Notes on Methods respectively. For more details see the Notes by Rajeshwari Deshpande and Divya Vaid in this issue.

Submissions should be generally within the range of 1000 to 5000 words, including references, footnotes and the bibliography. The name/s of the author/s, institutional affiliation/s, and complete contact details, including full postal address, e-mail and telephone numbers, should be clearly mentioned on the first page. Soft copies of submissions for Teaching-Learning Politics should be sent to Rajeshwari Deshpande (rajeshwari.deshpande@gmail.com) and for Notes on Methods to Divya Vaid (divya.vaid.09@gmail.com).

Discussion and Debate
The Journal would publish sharp, specific notes, rejoinders etc. on its Discussion & Debate pages.

For all submissions, authors should follow the APA style sheet and use Times New Roman, 12 point size and 1.5 double spacing for the text, and clearly indicate whether permission has been granted to use copyrighted material.